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ROOMS FLOODED WITH LIGHT
Natural light is life energy. It impacts
a person‘s wellbeing, which makes
it an important design element for
innovative architectural projects –
and thus for the Bad Aibling spa as
well. The exceptional spa landscape
was designed by Behnisch Architects,
a ﬁrm that works on an international
scale. It merges perfectly into the
Bavarian landscape, just at the foothills of the Alps.

Light domes made of acrylic glass set
aesthetic accents and allow natural
light to ﬂow into the interior of the
rooms. The showpiece is the dome
for the plunge pool. This customized
piece made of Plexiglas® is eight
meters in diameter, needs no steel
beams as a support structure and
consists of several segments. Each
element was formed with dual axles:
curved and arched.

If you want to explore new roads –
BÖRNER will give you the support
you need.
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SEGMENT-LIGHT DOMES AS AN AESTHETIC ELEMENT
A ﬂexible material that can be integrated harmonically into pre-deﬁned
architectural structures. For segment
light domes, BÖRNER only works
with high quality acrylic glass and
Polycarbonate. They can be manufactured in any diameter. They are
available in single, double or triple
glazed designs, colorless, frosted opal
or individually tinted. Aluminum
structures ensure the load carrying
capacity for the segment light domes.
Upon request, the structure can be
painted in any color. Aluminum structures and glazing are connected with
one another thermally separated and
without putty. The room is ventilated
via a light dome in the crown or with
ventilators in the curb.

An interesting fact: BÖRNER is the
oldest manufacturer of light domes
in Germany. When your ideas are
implemented, you know they are
backed by many years of experience.
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SEGMENT-PYRAMIDS, REPRESENTATIVE CLASSIC DESIGN
Segment pyramids are among the
classic forms in architectural design.
Design concepts take them into
account especially where representational areas need to be visually
emphasized.

Segment pyramids can be produced
in triangular, hexagonal, or octagonal
form with a square surface or in
rectangular form, gable roofed, in
clear glass, color or frosted opal.
Integrated ventilation windows are
suitable for ventilating the room or
as a smoke vent (natural smoke and
heat exhaust devices [NRWG]).
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SOPHISTICATED GEOMETRY: GLAZING OF FACADES
Glazed facades lend a clear, aesthetically pleasing contour to architectural
structures. An absolutely straight
exterior facade can be realized with
the Nauheim tongue-and-groove
vertical glazing without any visually
disturbing vertical and longitudinal
joints. Polycarbonate web plates
are used as material. Depending on
the requirements, they are colorless,
frosted opal or can be individually
tinted. The plates are framed all
around with U-formed aluminum
proﬁles.

On the eaves side, the web plates
are also available with a window sill
form. Wind loads deﬂected to the
transverse sub-structure available on
site with steel fasteners. Ventilation
pivoting sashes can be easily integrated at any time.
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AVANT-GARDE: LIGHT DOMES AS FACADES
Light domes as a facade design set
the stage for a unique architectural
solution or, as individual elements,
create a special look. Space and
light overlap and provide an impressive concept, which emphasizes
the character and the structure of
the building, the interior and its
furnishings.

Differently sized raster surfaces and
conﬁgurations bring about individualized daylight patterns. Nauheimer
facade light domes can be produced
in various forms such as shells or
pyramids, in ﬂexible sizes and rise
types.
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SPECIAL GLAZING FOR CHARMING EFFECTS
Special glazings are extraordinary.
They make customized design concepts possible that far exceed the
conventional standard. One example
of an elaborate vertical glazing is
the church tower of the Protestant
Congregation in Großkrotzenburg
It is made up of a wood-frame construction, which for the most part
is glazed with opal frosted acrylic
glass. Colorless elements provide a
view to the tower‘s three bells. The
originally covered music pavilion in
the Kurpark in Obertsdorf, on the
other hand, is an impressive example
for custom form light domes.

BÖRNER works hand-in-hand with
architects and building contractors
to develop and realize demanding
projects such as these. However,
even when it comes to rehabilitating
separate elements, as was the case
for the DFB soccer World Cup in
Frankfurt/Main, BÖRNER‘s skills and
expertise make the difference.
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A LOT OF DAYLIGHT USING GLAZING IN LARGE ROOMS
Glazing for large rooms that makes
use of plastic materials fully exhaust
the sun‘s potential – such as here in
the elephant building at the Heidelberg Zoo or the giraffe building at
the Opel Zoo in Kronberg. When
compared to wired glass or mirror
glass, acrylic glass features a higher
translucence. Even after many years,
this transparency remains. This is
ensured in particular by the high
self-cleaning effect.

Acrylic glass – and Polycarbonate as
well – is absolutely safe: In case of
ﬁre, only a minimum amount of
smoke and poisonous fumes develop.
There are no ﬂaming droplets. Both
materials satisfy the requirements
of the EN 13501-2 standard „Fire
classiﬁcation of construction products and building elements – Part 2“
and DIN-4102 „Fire behaviour of
building materials and building components“. This is what distinguishes
these types of materials.
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REAL DESIGNER QUALITY: CUSTOMIZED PARTS
Futuristic trade show booths or acrylic
glass domes for a Koi pond – because
of its ﬂexibility, the material is exceptionally suitable for various design
ideas, implemented true to the
materials function and with a high
degree of precision craftsmanship.
Irrespective of whether for a custom
item or for series production:
BÖRNER itself demands the highest
quality standards from the workmanship it provides.

After many years of experience,
BÖRNER masters each and every
machining and processing trick.
Even at times when bordering on the
limits of what is technically possible,
BÖRNER overcomes any hurdles
successfully and deﬁnitely sets new
standards in the process. Thus, our
acrylic glass processing always reﬂects the latest state of technology –
and our customers beneﬁt from it.

For more information on acrylic glass
processing, go to www.acrylglas.de
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STADIUM ROOFS – MORE THAN JUST WEATHER PROTECTION
Many soccer stadiums are designed
clearly and to be functional. The
choice of rooﬁng gives the building
its individual character – such as the
Rhein-Energie Stadium in Cologne,
which has established itself as a
landmark with its impressive roof
structure. BÖRNER successfully
made its international debut with
the roof top on the World Cup
soccer stadium. The glazing surface
is 15,000 square meters. The Bay
Arena in Leverkusen trumps that
with close to 28,000 square meters.
With a total glazed stadium surface
of close to 72,000 square meters,
we set a milestone as the supplier of
custom solutions in this segment.

Our stadium roof tops are made of
Makrolon®. This material possesses
excellent support characteristics and
a high self-cleaning effect. Moreover,
it is also weather and impact-resistant. The Makrolon® web plates
used are generally certiﬁed with a
test certiﬁcate from building supervisory authorities.
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BÖRNER is renowned as
a competent partner and
suppplier of components
made of acrylic glass and
polycarbonate. The ﬂexible

As experts on acrylic glass and

We develop individually tailored

polycarbonates, we not only manu-

ideas into concrete plans in minute

facture high quality skylights and

detail. We are happy to advise you

striplights, but also other products

and look forward to your projects.

such as unusual designer furniture
for example, exclusive spare parts
for vehicles, attractive light displays

materials are versatile.

and more – with the same perfec-

See for yourself:

tion, passion and reliability.
Hans Börner GmbH & Co. KG
Rudolf-Diesel-Straße 8

Phone +49 (0)6152 9764-0
Fax +49 (0)6152 9764-20
www.acryl.de · info@acryl.de

OTHER BÖRNER PRODUCTS

Mosque dome with colored acrylic glass, 4.50 m Ø
Bent component made of acrylic glass
Luminous elements made of acrylic glass for booth construction
Helicopter plates made of synthetic products
Terrestrial globe made of bicolored acrylic glass
Passenger covering made of colorless acrylic glass
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